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Patients with Asian-type DEL can safely be transfused
with RhD-positive blood
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KEY PO INT S

• Patients with Asian-
type DEL may safely
receive D+ red cell
transfusion.

• Full-length RHD
transcripts were
identified in Asian-type
DEL erythroblasts and
express the complete
repertoire of D
epitopes like D+ cells.
f b
Red blood cells (RBCs) of Asian-type DEL phenotype express few RhD proteins and are
typed as serologic RhD-negative (D–) phenotype in routine testing. RhD-positive (D+) RBC
transfusion for patients with Asian-type DEL has been proposed but has not been
generally adopted because of a lack of direct evidence regarding its safety and the
underlying mechanism. We performed a single-arm multicenter clinical trial to document
the outcome of D+ RBC transfusion in patients with Asian-type DEL; none of the recipients
(0/42; 95% confidence interval, 0-8.40) developed alloanti-D after a median follow-up of
226 days. We conducted a large retrospective study to detect alloanti-D immunization in
4045 serologic D– pregnant women throughout China; alloanti-D was found only in indi-
viduals with true D– (2.63%, 79/3009), but not in those with Asian-type DEL (0/1032). We
further retrospectively examined 127 serologic D– pregnant women who had developed
alloanti-D and found none with Asian-type DEL (0/127). Finally, we analyzed RHD tran-
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scripts from Asian-type DEL erythroblasts and examined antigen epitopes expressed by various RHD transcripts
in vitro, finding a low abundance of full-length RHD transcripts (0.18% of the total) expressing RhD antigens carrying
the entire repertoire of epitopes, which could explain the immune tolerance against D+ RBCs. Our results provide
multiple lines of evidence that individuals with Asian-type DEL cannot produce alloanti-D when exposed to D+ RBCs
after transfusion or pregnancy. Therefore, we recommend considering D+ RBC transfusion and discontinuing anti-D
prophylaxis in patients with Asian-type DEL, including pregnant women. This clinical trial is registered at www.
clinicaltrials.gov as #NCT03727230.
Introduction
RhD is the most immunogenic blood group antigen in trans-
fusion medicine. Alloanti-D immunization against the RhD
antigen in RhD-negative (D–) individuals can cause severe
transfusion reactions and hemolytic disease of the fetus and
newborn (HDFN). The D– phenotype is more common in
White people (15%-17%) than in Black people (3%-10%) but is
rare in East and Southeast Asian populations (0.3%-0.4%). Hence,
D– blood is often in short supply, particularly in Asian regions.
Furthermore, many individuals with a serologic D– phenotype in
Chinese,1 Korean,2,3 Japanese,4 Thai,5,6 and Myanmar7 pop-
ulations carry a D-eluate (DEL) phenotype (9%-33%) but not
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a true D– phenotype. The red blood cells (RBCs) of individuals
with the DEL phenotype express a small amount of RhD
antigen that cannot generate agglutination in routine RhD
typing and is typically typed as the serologic D– phenotype.8

More than 40 distinct genetic variants underlying the DEL
phenotype have been recognized thus far. Among them,
RHD*1227A (RHD*01EL.01) was found predominantly in
individuals with DEL (>95%) from East and Southeast Asian
populations1-5 and was thus termed as Asian-type DEL in
2010.9 In China, the United States, and the European Union
(EU), ~96%, 77%, and 9% of the DEL population, respectively,
carry the Asian-type DEL allele representing ~1.7 million
people in China,1 90 000 in the United States, and 10 000 in
the EU.10

Since the molecular basis was originally identified in 2001, the
proper transfusion management method for individuals with
Asian-type DEL has been debated.11 As early as 2006,12 it was
published that Asian-type DEL recipients may not develop
alloanti-D after exposure to RhD-positive (D+) RBCs. Some
evidence, namely, that of pregnant women with Asian-type
DEL in which alloanti-D immunization was not detected after
carrying a D+ fetus, supported this speculation.9,13-15 Based
on these limited data, the transfusion of D+ RBCs to patients
with Asian-type DEL was proposed more than 10 years ago.9

Since then, only 2 cases have been reported; both were
male patients who received D+ RBCs, one with heart trans-
plantation16 and the other being an emergency case17 and
neither patient became immunized to alloanti-D. However, a
systematic study concerning the safety of D+ RBC transfusion
to patients with Asian-type DEL is still lacking,16 and the
underlying molecular mechanism remains elusive. Individuals
with the Asian-type DEL phenotype continues to be routinely
managed as D– patients in clinics, and these patients are often
subjected to a short supply of D– blood,10 although it would
be justifiable for them to receive special consideration based
on their sheer numbers.

Serologic testing indicates that a low number of D antigens with
a deduced complete repertoire of epitopes are expressed on
the surfaces of Asian-type DEL RBCs.18,19 These results suggest
that patients with Asian-type DEL may not develop alloanti-D
immunization after exposure to D+ RBCs because they carry
the full repertoire of D epitopes like normal D+ individuals.
Although 2 compelling hypotheses have accounted for this,20-23

neither has been validated by sufficient functional data. Thus,
the underlying molecular mechanism, as well as whether and
why Asian-type DEL may express a functionally normal RhD
protein, remains controversial.

In this study, we combined clinical, epidemiological, molec-
ular, and biochemical data to determine whether individuals
with Asian-type DEL should be treated as D+ individuals, as
hypothesized for almost 20 years.12 We performed a clinical
trial to transfuse patients with Asian-type DEL with D+ RBCs
and completed 2 retrospective studies with serologic D–

pregnant women to reinforce the epidemiological data. We
also investigated the structure of RHD transcript isoforms in
primary erythroblasts from individuals with the Asian-type
DEL and the D antigen epitope profile expressed by those
isoforms to provide molecular data on the underlying
mechanism.
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Methods
Asian-type DEL typing
Common RhD status was determined using routine serological
testing distributions between D+, D–, weak D, and partial D
phenotypes. Samples with a weak agglutination reaction (≤2+)
compared with D+ controls (4+) were regarded as having a
serologic weak D phenotype.24 Samples with discrepant
agglutination reactions for anti-D monoclonal antibodies
(mAbs) against different D antigen epitopes were regarded as
having a partial D phenotype. Samples with a negative agglu-
tination with a set of anti-D mAbs (Clone Rum-1; IgM, Shanghai
Hemo-Pharmaceutical & Biological Co, Shanghai, China; Clone
TH-28/MS-26; IgM/IgG, Millipore, Livingston, United Kingdom,
in this study) indicated a serologic D– phenotype, known to
include true D– and DEL samples. Our routine serologic RhD
typing was performed to exclude weak D or partial D samples,
whereas our adsorption/elution testing19,25,26 was conducted to
distinguish DEL from true D– samples (supplemental Methods,
available on the Blood website).

To distinguish patients with Asian-type DEL from patients with
DEL with other genetic backgrounds, a genotyping method
based on high-resolution melting (HRM) was developed. The
new method enabled rapid testing of the distinct Asian-type
DEL allele (carrying the c.1227A variant of the RHD gene)
within 2.5 hours suitable for routine testing (supplemental
Methods). The exact RHD genotype was further determined
using hybrid rhesus box analysis27 and/or RHD Sanger
sequencing combined with multiplex ligation-dependent probe
amplification assays,28 as previously described.29
Clinical trial of D+ RBC transfusion in patients with
Asian-type DEL
A single-arm multicenter prospective clinical trial (www.
clinicaltrials.gov, #NCT03727230) was organized by the
Guangzhou Blood Center, which oversees the entire blood
supply and RBC reference testing for 209 hospitals serving 15
million inhabitants of Guangzhou city in China. The blood
samples of 2011 patients with the serologic D– phenotype from
the 58 cooperating hospitals in Guangzhou city were sent to the
RBC reference laboratory of the Guangzhou Blood Center for
routine Asian-type DEL typing ahead of potential transfusions.
Eligible patients were identified using inclusion and exclusion
criteria (supplemental Methods). ABO-matched and
D+-compatible RBCs were provided to eligible patients with
Asian-type DEL by the Guangzhou Blood Center and trans-
fusion was done at their respective hospitals with written
informed consent. During transfusion and in the days of hos-
pitalization, the patients were monitored for any adverse
events, such as symptoms of hemolysis, when laboratory
biochemical measurements were also performed. Antibody
screening was performed in all enrolled patients to evaluate
alloanti-D formation using untreated and papain-treated cells
(ID-DiaCell I-II-III Asia Kit; BIO-RAD, Cressier, Switzerland). The
screening was conducted before transfusion and after trans-
fusion during hospitalization and at all follow-up visits.

The clinical trial was approved by the Institutional Review Board
of the Guangzhou Blood Center and monitored by the safety
monitoring board appointed by the Guangdong Provincial
JI et al
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Blood Safety and Quality Committee. The recruitment began in
October 2016 and the trial was closed in November 2021.

Alloanti-D immunization observation in pregnant
women with Asian-type DEL
Retrospective alloanti-D analysis in pregnant Chinese
women with Asian-type DEL at the nationwide
level A nationwide retrospective study was conducted to
detect alloanti-D immunization mostly caused by previous
incompatible pregnancy or abortion in 5151 Chinese pregnant
women typed D– by preliminary screening from October 2016
to November 2021. Blood samples were sent to the RBC
reference laboratory of the Guangzhou Blood Center from
different regions of China through a third-party cooperative
agency (KingMed Diagnostics, Guangzhou, China) for entrusted
testing of Asian-type DEL. The study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the Guangzhou Blood Center.
Individual information including age, ethnicity, place of resi-
dence, history of gestation, and Rh immune globulin (RhIG)
prophylaxis, was collected. RhIG prophylaxis is still not a routine
practice throughout China. Hence, we excluded pregnant
women who had previously received RhIG prophylaxis.

Investigation of Asian-type DEL in pregnant women
who developed alloanti-D Blood samples from 127 preg-
nant Chinese women who had a serologic D– phenotype and
already developed alloanti-D without RhIG prophylaxis were
sent to the RBC reference laboratory of the Guangzhou Blood
Center. The study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of the Guangzhou Blood Center. The anti-D titer was
determined, and RhD phenotyping and RHD genotyping were
conducted as previously described.29

Analysis of RHD transcripts from individuals with
Asian-type DEL
RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis Peripheral blood
samples were collected from 8 individuals with Asian-type DEL.
Homogenous erythroblasts from these individuals were
cultured from isolated peripheral blood mononuclear cells
according to the protocol described by van den Akker et al.30

Total RNA was extracted and reverse-transcribed from both
peripheral blood and cultured erythroblasts.

PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing analysis of
RHD transcripts covering the c.1227A variant and
exon 9 The region from RHD exon 9 to the 3’-untranslated
regions (UTRs) covering the c.1227A variant of RHD transcripts
was amplified and sequenced by the Sanger method
(supplemental Methods).

Nanopore sequencing analysis of full-length RHD
transcripts The entire coding region of RHD cDNA was
amplified and analyzed using Nanopore sequencing (Oxford
Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, England) (supplemental
Methods). The A/G ratio of the c.1227 variant of RHD tran-
scripts was analyzed using SAMtools v1.3.1 35.31

Detection of D antigen epitopes from major RHD
transcripts of Asian-type DEL The 7 most common RHD
spliced transcripts detected by Nanopore sequencing were
cloned and then transiently transfected into HEK 293T cells
RhD-POSITIVE RBC TRANSFUSION IN ASIAN-TYPE DEL
individually with the wild-type (wt) RHAG construct. After
transfection, the surface expression of the RhD antigen was
analyzed using a panel of anti-D mAbs for the systematic
detection of D epitopes using flow cytometry (supplemental
Methods).

Sample size calculation and statistical analysis
The primary end point was the alloanti-D occurrence rate of
patients with Asian-type DEL after D+ RBC transfusion. In a
recent meta-analysis, the alloanti-D rate from patients with true
D– with similar indications receiving D+ RBC transfusion was
estimated to be 28.2% (203/720; 95% confidence interval [CI],
19.0-32.0).32 The primary objective of this trial was to determine
whether the primary end point was lower than the target value
of 19.0%; the lower limit of the 95% CI of the alloanti-D
occurrence rate from the meta-analysis. The trial was ended
when 42 patients with Asian-type DEL had longer alloanti-D
follow-up (>1 month), fulfilling the requirement for analysis
(≥37, assuming an alloanti-D rate of 5%, 90% power, 2-sided at
an alpha significance level of 0.05).

In the statistical analyses, the 95% CI of the alloanti-D rate in the
trial was calculated using the Clopper-Pearson exact method.
The performance goal was achieved if the lower limit of this
95% CI was lower than the target value of 19%. Hypothetical
testing for a single proportion was performed using the exact
method. All data analyses were conducted using R software
(version 3.6.2).
Results
No production of alloanti-D in patients with Asian-
type DEL after D+ RBC transfusion
A clinical trial was conducted to address the risk of alloimmu-
nization in patients with Asian-type DEL transfused with D+

RBCs. During the trial, 2011 patients with serologic D– were
identified from 58 hospitals in Guangzhou, and 539 patients
(26.8%, 539/2011) were identified with Asian-type DEL using
the HRM genotyping assay (supplemental Figure 1) and
confirmed using genotyping analysis (supplemental Table 1).
Before the trial of D+ RBC transfusion, no patients with Asian-
type DEL were identified as having alloanti-D (0/539)
(supplemental Table 2).

In the trial (Figure 1), a total of 168 patients with Asian-type
DEL, including 107 male patients and 61 female patients who
met the inclusion criteria, were recruited. Finally, ABO-matched
and D+-compatible RBC units were provided by Guangzhou
Blood Center and transfused to 54 Asian-type DEL recipients
(34 males, mean age, 53.1 ± 25.0 years; 20 females, mean age,
57.3 ± 13.6 years), all of whom were found to be free of allo-
antibodies before the transfusion (Figure 1; supplemental
Table 2). After the D+ RBC transfusion during hospitalization,
we did not observe any acute or delayed hemolytic transfusion
or nonhemolytic reactions, including allergic or febrile nonhe-
molytic reactions or circulatory overload. Follow-up of alloanti-
body detection for longer than one month was completed in 42
of 54 (77.8%) patients with Asian-type DEL (Figure 1). Among
these 42 patients (Table 1), 54.8% (23/42) received D+ RBC
units once (0.5-8 RBC units/patient), whereas 45.2% (19/42)
27 APRIL 2023 | VOLUME 141, NUMBER 17 2143



Total patients with a serologically
apparent D– phenotype

(n = 2,011)

Patients with a DEL phenotype
(n = 541)

Adsorption/elution test

Routine Asian-type DEL
genotyping test

Asian-type DEL patients
(n = 539, 26.8%, 539/2,011)

Recruited Asian-type DEL patients
(n = 168)

Including male patients (n = 107),
female patients (≥49 years) (n = 49), or

with severe disease but no plan for
further pregnancy (n = 12)

Asian-type DEL patients receiving
D+ RBC transfusion

(n = 54)
For anemia/hemorrhage (n = 20), non-

hematological oncology (n = 19), or
surgery (n = 15)

Excluded:

• Other DELs with a novel RHD*222A
   and RHD*D-CE(4-7)-D genotypes,
   respectively (n = 2)

Excluded:

• Not receiving D+ RBC transfusion
   (n = 114)

Excluded:

• Asian-type DEL female patients < 49
   years of age (n = 231)

• No need of RBC transfusion (n = 140)

Excluded:

Lost to follow-up:

• Patients died (n = 7)

• Out of touch (n = 3)

• Noncooperation (n = 2)

None out of 42 Asian-type DEL patients
developed alloanti-D after 226 days

(median; range, 32 -1354 days)
(0/42)

Study outcome:
Alloanti-D immunization

follow-up (n = 42)

Figure 1. Patient enrollment in the clinical trial (NCT03727230). The flow diagram documents the inclusion and exclusion criteria applied and the alloanti-D immunization
studied in a cohort of patients with Asian-type DEL receiving D+ RBC transfusions.
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received D+ RBC units multiple times (2-17 times; in total, 4-28
RBC units/patient).

Alloanti-D was not detected in these 42 patients (0/42; 95% CI,
0-8.40) who had a median follow-up of 226 days (range, 32-
1354 days). The effectiveness of D+ RBC transfusion was
recorded in most patients (36/42) with hemoglobin (Hb) value
changes or improvements in anemia symptoms (supplemental
Table 3).

Alloanti-D was identified only in pregnant women
with true D– but not in pregnant women with
Asian-type DEL
To confirm that there was no alloanti-D immunization in preg-
nant women with Asian-type DEL, we conducted a large-
sample-size retrospective study throughout China (Figure 2A).
A total of 4045 pregnant women with a serologic D– phenotype
(mean age, 29.4 ± 4.3 years) were recruited from more than 400
medical settings distributed across 30 of 34 administrative
regions of China. The majority (99.0%, 4004/4045) were Han
Chinese and only 41 represented ethnic minorities (1.0%, 41/
4045). A cohort of 1032 cases of pregnancy with Asian-type DEL
2144 27 APRIL 2023 | VOLUME 141, NUMBER 17
(25.5%, 1032/4045) were detected, and the exact genotypes
were further determined (supplemental Table 1). The alloanti-
bodies against RBC antigens identified in pregnant women with
true D– and Asian-type DEL phenotypes are summarized and
compared according to gestation time (Figure 2B; details in
supplemental Table 2). Overall, 79/3009 cases of alloanti-D
(2.63%) were identified in the true D– group, but none were
found in the Asian-type DEL group (0/1032). The frequencies
were significantly different between the 2 groups (P <.001; χ2

test, 2-sided). The D+ type of the newborn was not confirmed in
all serologic D– women; however, there was a high probability of
carrying a D+ fetus (>95%) because of the known low frequency
of RHD heterozygotes among D+ fathers (less than 7%) in the
Chinese population. We concluded that pregnant women with
Asian-type DEL are not or are very infrequently immunized by
fetal D+ RBCs during pregnancy at a nationwide level in China.
Absence of Asian-type DEL among pregnant
Chinese women who had developed alloanti-D
To further investigate whether anti-D immunization occurred
only in patients with true D– but not in patients with Asian-type
DEL, the RHD genotype was analyzed in an independent set of
JI et al



Table 1. Demographics of 42 Asian-type DEL recipients
with D+ RBC transfusion and their follow-up
examinations

Characteristic Data

Number of male, female 30, 12

Male recipient age (y)

Mean ± SD 51.5 ± 24.9

Median 58.5

Range 0.3-86

Female recipient age (y)

Mean ± SD 52.1 ± 10.8

Median 51

Range 30-75

Number of units of D+ RBCs transfused (U)

Mean ± SD 6.1 ± 5.4

Median 4

Range 0.5-28

Transfusion episodes of D+ RBCs (times)

Mean ± SD 2.6 ± 2.9

Median 1

Range 1-17

Number of units of D+ RBCs per episode (U)

Mean ± SD 2.7 ± 1.4

Median 2

Range 0.5-8

Length of serologic follow-up (d)

Mean ± SD 306.5 ± 264.9

Median 226

Range 32-1354

Number of antibody screening test after D+ RBC
transfusion

Mean ± SD 2.2 ± 1.5

Median 1

Range 1-7

Transfusion treatment of duration (d)

Mean ± SD 82.6 ± 238.0

Median 1

Range 1-1355

Case of recipients re-exposed to D+ RBCs 19

SD, standard deviation.
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127 pregnant women with alloanti-D immunization (mean age,
32.0 ± 4.9 years). The alloanti-D titers in these pregnant women
were between 1:2 and 1:4096 (≤1:16, n = 54; >1:16, 72; not
tested, 1). No woman was found to carry the c.1227A variant
(Asian-type DEL), and only women lacking the functional RHD
gene with a true D– phenotype was identified (Figure 2C). Alter-
natively, these results confirm that pregnant women with Asian-
type DEL carrying D+ fetuses do not develop alloanti-D.
RhD-POSITIVE RBC TRANSFUSION IN ASIAN-TYPE DEL
Identification of the full-length RHD transcripts
carrying the c.1227A variant in individuals with
Asian-type DEL
To elucidate the specific serologic and clinical features of
individuals carrying the c.1227A variant, we analyzed RHD
transcript expression in individuals with Asian-type DEL at the
molecular level (Figure 3). First, an RT-PCR product ranging
from exon 9 to the 3’-UTR (Figure 3A) could be amplified from
the cultured erythroblasts but not in the whole blood samples of
individuals with Asian-type DEL (n = 8). Interestingly, the
c.1227A variant of RHD was identified in this product using
Sanger sequencing (supplemental Figure 2), confirming the
observation made previously in a minigene model.22 This result
suggested the low abundance of RHD transcripts containing
exon 9. Next, the whole structure of the RHD transcript iso-
forms, ranging from the 5’-UTR to the 3’-UTR, was explored
in cultured erythroblasts from individuals with Asian-type DEL
(n = 8) using a long-read sequencing approach (Figure 3A).
Approximately 200 000 reads were obtained from each sample
with an average mapping rate of 97.6% aligned with RHD
transcripts (supplemental Table 4). The original Nanopore
sequencing data have been deposited at the China National
GeneBank DataBase (CNGBdb)33 in its CNGB Sequence
Archive (China National Space Administration [CNSA]; acces-
sion number CNP0002612).34 We found that the 6 most
abundant transcripts lacked exon 9 and accounted for 98.6%
of all RHD transcripts (Figure 3B and 3C), which is consistent
with previous observations.20,21,23 Importantly, for the first time
in primary cells, a full-length RHD transcript isoform carrying
the c.1227A variant was detected in all samples at a low
abundance (Figure 3B; mean frequency, 0.18% of the total).
We determined the sequences of all RHD transcripts including
the full-length transcript (supplemental Figure 3) in individuals
with Asian-type DEL using Nanopore technology, which
aligned with different reference RHD transcripts (supplemental
Figure 4; and supplemental Figure 5). The read lengths
for the sequences and their accuracy rates in the Nanopore
technology platform were documented (supplemental Figure 6;
and supplemental Figure 7, respectively). The result was a
critical observation suggesting that a normal RhD protein
expressing all D epitopes can be translated from this full-length
isoform.

Expression of complete D antigen by a full-length
RHD transcript carrying the c.1227A variant
To determine the expression of the D antigen resulting from the
product translated from these isoforms and their respective
D epitope profile, the 7 most frequent RHD transcript isoforms
(its alignment to reference RHD mRNA shown in supplemental
Figure 8) identified using Nanopore sequencing were sepa-
rately overexpressed in a human cell model. D+ cells were
detected only when the full-length RHD*1227A construct was
overexpressed at a level comparable with the wild-type
construct (Figure 3D). This result suggests that only the full-
length isoform can produce an RhD protein detectable using
flow cytometry. Moreover, these cells were all positive for the D
epitopes investigated by the anti-D mAb panel (Figure 3D). Our
results suggested that the biosynthesized RhD protein carried
the full repertoire or at least a large part of the D epitopes
expressed by the normal RhD protein, thus representing a full D
antigen.
27 APRIL 2023 | VOLUME 141, NUMBER 17 2145



Pregnant women with a serologically
apparent D– phenotype

(n = 4045)

Chinese pregnant women with a suspected D– phenotype
(n = 5151)

Pregnant women with DEL phenotype
(n = 1036)

Asian-type DEL pregnant women
(n = 1032; 25.5%, 1032/4045)

Excluded:

• Received anti-D prophylaxis before
   (n = 925)

• And/or with D variants phenotype
   including weak D and partial D (n = 181)

Excluded:

• Other DELs with different
   genetic background (n = 4)

Adsorption/elution testing using anti-D

Routine Asian-type DEL genotyping
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RHD gene deletion (95.2%)

RHD*D-CE (2-9)-D (4.1%)

RHD*D-CE (2-7)-D (0.7%)

RHD genotypes

C

Figure 2. Detection of alloanti-D in the pregnant women with true D– and Asian-type DEL phenotypes. (A) Flow diagram of enrollment of the pregnant women with
serologic D– phenotype. (B) The numbers and percentages of pregnant women, according to the gestational time (G1 to ≥G5), were identified with alloanti-D in the true
D– and Asian-type DEL groups. (C) The RHD genotypes of 127 patients who developed alloanti-D. The percentages of RHD gene variants, including deletion and 2
nonfunctional alleles accounting for the true D– phenotype rather than Asian-type DEL, were shown. The gestations with D+ fetus were not prospectively confirmed because
>95% of Chinese women with true D– or women with Asian-type DEL carry a D+ fetus.
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Figure 3. Analysis of RHD transcripts from individuals with Asian-type DEL. (A) The schematic diagram of full-length RHD transcript and the primer positions for Sanger
sequencing and Nanopore sequencing analyses. Specifically, the primers for fragment amplification of RHD transcripts and Sanger sequencing located on exon 8 to 9 and
3’-UTRs to cover the c.1227A mutation of RHD and the primers for whole coding region amplification of RHD transcripts and Nanopore sequencing located on 5’-UTRs and
3’-UTRs. (B) Schematic representation of RHD transcripts identified in individuals with Asian-type DEL. The RT-PCR products of full-length RHD coding region, which were
amplified using cDNA from the cultured erythroblast of individuals with Asian-type DEL, were analyzed using Nanopore sequencing. The top 7 major types of RHD transcripts
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Discussion
Asian-type DEL is the most prevalent DEL variant world-
wide.1,10,35 The proper treatment of transfusion recipients and
pregnant women carrying the Asian-type DEL phenotype has
been a matter of debate since the molecular basis and diversity
was discovered more than 20 years ago.11

Early on, D+ RBC transfusion was proposed for all patients with
Asian-type DEL,9,12 gaining support when no alloanti-D was
detected in a limited sample of pregnant women with Asian-
type DEL carrying a D+ fetus.9,13-15 Later on, there was 1 male
patient with Asian-type DEL (transfused with 5, 40, 12, 6, and 15
units of D+ RBCs, single donor platelets, platelet concentrates,
fresh-frozen plasma, and cryoprecipitate, respectively, after
heart transplantation)16 and another male patient who received
2 units of D+ RBCs in an emergency17; both received no RhIG,
and neither showed anti-D immunization on day 348 or 3
months after the D+ RBC transfusions, respectively. Because of
this limited clinical evidence, the recommendation to transfuse
D+ RBCs into patients with Asian-type DEL has not been widely
adopted.

Here, we provide several lines of clinical evidence in strong
support that patients with Asian-type DEL may be safely
managed as any common D+ recipients. We report a clinical
trial with a statistically adequate sample size to address the
safety of D+ RBC management in Asian-type DEL transfusion
recipients. The upper limit of the 95% CI for alloanti-D inci-
dence (8.40%) in the trial group was far lower than the lower
limit of the 95% CI (19.0%) in the true D– control group, as
previously estimated in our meta-analysis.32 In a large nation-
wide retrospective study, we found no anti-D immunization in
any pregnant women with Asian-type DEL (n = 1032), despite
their high probability of carrying D+ fetuses (>95%) owing to the
low prevalence of D heterozygotes (7%) in D+ fathers.29,36 In
line with this, no Asian-type DEL but only individuals with true
D– were identified in another group of pregnant women who
had developed alloanti-D (0/127), which is in agreement with 2
previous independent studies (0/165).9,13 Therefore, our results
indicate that patients with Asian-type DEL, perhaps including
pregnant women, can safely be transfused with D+ RBCs
without the risk of becoming immunized to alloanti-D. Thus, our
proposal will considerably simplify the transfusion management
of patients with Asian-type DEL to receive the common D+ RBC
products in Western countries and East and Southeast Asian
countries with a limited supply of D– blood.

Our findings in patients with Asian-type DEL, including preg-
nant women, support the discontinuation of RhIG prophylaxis
and alloanti-D monitoring in women with Asian-type DEL during
pregnancy. The implementation of this possible new strategy
Figure 3 (continued) identified in individuals with Asian-type DEL are presented. The stru
panel. Different types of transcripts are indicated by various colors. (C) Barplot showing t
DEL (n = 8) or D+ control sample. The color codes for different types of transcripts are ide
identified in all individuals with Asian-type DEL with lower abundance (mean, 0.18%) b
transcripts. In the D+ control, 3 major transcripts including the full-length RHD transcript i
the gray bar accompanied by several other low-frequency transcripts), or exons 7/8/9 del
Recognition of RhD antigenic epitopes using anti-D mAbs in vitro. The top 7 types of RHD
vector and cotransfected into HEK 293T cells with wt RHAG construct. RhD antigen on
control and wt RHD-positive control using flow cytometry with 7 different anti-D mAbs.
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can be promoted by the routine diagnosis of the Asian-type
DEL variant. The new recommendation when applied to preg-
nant women with Asian-type DEL (~9000 cases a year in China,
commonly 2 doses per individual) would not only save at least
18 000 doses of RhIG per year ($700 per dose, 12.6 million
dollars per year)1 but also avoid frequent antibody screening
testing for anti-D monitoring ($10 per testing, 10 tests during
pregnancy, 900 000 dollars per year) in China alone. This
approach might also be implemented in other East and
Southeast Asian countries with a dense population and high
frequency of Asian-type DEL, such as Korea,2,3 Japan,4

Thailand,5,6 and Myanmar,7 which together include ~300 000
individuals with Asian-type DEL. The cost–benefit of using
Asian-type DEL genotyping to guide RhIG prophylaxis among
pregnant women with a serologic D– phenotype is much
greater in these countries.1 Implementation can also be
explored in countries with large populations of East Asian
background, such as the USA with at least 90 000 individuals
with Asian-type DEL.10

The mechanism by which individuals with Asian-type DEL
tolerate D+ RBCs is still elusive. Previous serologic results sug-
gested that a few D antigens with a complete repertoire of
epitopes were expressed on the surface of Asian-type DEL
RBCs.18,19 This serologic feature may explain the immune
tolerance of patients with Asian-type DEL against D+ RBCs
because they carry a normal D antigen albeit at extremely low
quantity. To investigate the underlying molecular mechanism,
RHD transcript isoforms were analyzed. For D+ control individ-
uals, the majority of full-length RHD transcripts and lesser
alternative splicing transcripts were identified.23,37-39 For indi-
viduals with Asian-type DEL carrying the synonymous
c.1227G>A variant, located at the last nucleotide position of
exon 9 of RHD and known to disrupt splicing drastically,
numerous variant RHD mRNA isoforms lacking exon 9 were
identified as described in previous studies.20,21,23 However,
which transcript could express the complete D antigen in Asian-
type DEL RBCs remains controversial. One hypothesis sug-
gested that some truncated RHD transcripts might be translated
into RhD proteins with weak antigenicity.20,23

However, in a previous study using a minigene splicing assay
in vitro,22 we identified traces of mRNA transcripts that included
a full-length RHD exon 9 in the presence of the c.1227A sub-
stitution. Based on this result, we hypothesized that a minimal
amount of RHD mRNA transcript containing exon 9, which
could be the full-length transcript carrying the c.1227A variant,
may be biosynthesized and sufficient to be translated into a
minimal amount of the normal RhD protein,22 thereby resulting
in the Asian-type DEL phenotype. In this study, a full-length
RHD transcript containing the c.1227A variant with a low
ctural schematic diagram and frequency of RHD transcripts are indicated in the right
he frequencies for major types of RHD transcripts in each individual with Asian-type
ntical to those in panel B. The red bar indicates the full-length transcripts, which was
ut higher abundance in D+ control (56.6%). The gray bar indicates other types of
n the red bar, the truncated transcripts with exon 7 deletion (19.0% of total, shown in
etion (9.0%) in the orange bar, were identified as shown in one previous study.23 (D)
transcripts identified in Asian-type DEL erythroblasts were cloned into an expression
the transfected cell surface was measured compared with unstained cell negative
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abundance (0.18% of the total) was indeed detected in the
erythroblasts of individuals with Asian-type DEL, confirming our
hypothesis.22 This full transcript expressed the functional RhD
antigen epitopes recognized with 7 different anti-D mAbs in an
expression study. Thus, a low level of full-length RHD transcript
can contribute to expressing RhD antigen with a complete
repertoire of epitopes in individuals with Asian-type DEL in
sufficient quantity to prevent alloanti-D immunization after D+

RBC immune stimulation, thereby bridging the gap between
clinical and molecular mechanisms.

Our study also has some limitations. Concerning the follow-up
time of alloanti-D in patients with Asian-type DEL after D+

RBC transfusion, not all patients had regular and long-term
follow-up visits. Primary alloanti-D immunization in D– recipi-
ents commonly occurs between 2 and 3 months after D+ RBC
transfusion, and secondary alloanti-D immunization generally
occurs within 1 month.32 Once alloanti-D is produced, disap-
pearance is unlikely.40 Hence, we chose to follow the patients
for more than 3 months to avoid false negative results if the
anti-D immunization was delayed. In our study, antibody
screening was performed after less than 3 months in 5 patients,
which may have missed potential anti-D immunization in these
cases. However, the analysis requirements were still satisfied,
even after the exclusion of these cases.

The management of Asian-type DEL donors and their RBC
donations is another important topic for blood transfusion ser-
vices, especially in East Asian countries. Asian-type DEL RBCs
can elicit primary or secondary alloanti-D immunization in true
D– recipients, albeit rarely with fewer than 10 case reports to
date.41 If we label DEL RBCs as D+ RBCs, as is practiced by
several blood services in Europe, the United States, and Brazil,
all alloanti-D immunization possibly caused by Asian-type DEL
RBCs will be consistently avoided.10 For Asian countries, this
expedient approach would absolutely exacerbate the shortage
of D– blood. For the decision process, properly powered pro-
spective studies are needed to determine the exact incidence
of alloanti-D immunization caused by Asian-type DEL RBC
transfusions in true D– patients.

In summary, we have provided several lines of strong clinical,
epidemiological, and molecular functional evidence that indi-
viduals with Asian-type DEL do not produce alloanti-D when
exposed to D+ RBCs during pregnancy or transfusion. Based on
our findings, at least in China, we propose an amendment to
the recommendations and that the use of common D+ blood for
transfusions in all patients with Asian-type DEL be considered,
that RhIG immunoprophylaxis in women with Asian-type DEL is
dropped, and that anti-D immunization monitoring during any
Asian-type DEL pregnancy is stopped.
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